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Abstract

where u, b 6 ll•TM,Ai 6 • xm Chebyshevspectral collocation will be used to discretize the PDE system at least in

This paper describeshow one can use the spectralvanishing viscositymethod proposedby Tadmor in multidomain
solution of hyperbolic systems. Interface conditions are
derived using a variational approach,and open boundary

onedirection,and we considerthe solutionof (1) in multi-

conditionsare derivedusingthe approachusedin [9] for

to find interfaceconditionsat Fij for the the numerical

incomplete parabolic systems.

method to work properly. In addition we want open or
transparent boundary conditions, since we are interested
in wave-likesolutionswhere our boundary is just an artificial one. Open boundary conditionsfor hyperbolic systems are describedin many papers, but here we consider
the method using characteristic variables as described in
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plesubdomains,
i.e. thedomainis givenby
The interfacesbetweenthe subdomains
are denotedby Fij
and the outer boundariesby c9fli. We will therefore have

e.g. [111,[171and [11.
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We will usethe spectralviscositymethod for Chebyshev

Introduction

Filtering of the solutionis often necessarywhen usingspectral methods on nonlinear problemswith solutionsof limited regularity. The main reason for using filtering is to
prevent the buildup of componentsof high spatial frequency,i.e. towardsthe end of the spectrumof the discrete
operator. The filtering thus prevents unwanted coupling
from high to low frequencies,i.e. it stabilizes the numerical solution. There are many variantsof filtering described

discretizations
proposed
by Tadmor,[14],anddiscussed
in
detailin [2]. Other filteringor artificialviscositymethods
aredescribed
in [6].
The rest of the paper is organizedas follows:In section
2 we describe the spectral viscosity in detail and interface conditionsare derived using a variational technique.
Section 3 is devoted to the derivation of open boundary
conditions.

in the literature,seee.g. [6] for a generaloverview,and
[8]forspecialtechniques
to handlediscontinuities.
We will
here concentrateon problemswhere we don't have to deal
explicitly with shocksor discontinuities,but wherewe filter
to stabilize

the smooth solution.

ut+EAi(u,x,t)u•,=b(u,x,t),
i=l

25,

N-2007

Kjeller,

Norway

Spectralviscosityor moreprecisely,spectralvanishingvisand he showedthat this method convergedto the entropy
solution of a systemof conservationlaws. The spectral
viscosity(SV) methodis a spectralfilter which acts only
on frequencieshigher than a certain threshold,and hence

d

*NDRE,
P.O.Box
,vl•daphne..•.no

conditions
cositywasintroduced
by Tadmorin the Fouriercasein [15],

We considera quasi-linearhyperbolicsystem

(1)

Spectral viscosity and interface

shouldleavethe low frequency(smooth)components
intact. The theoryis generalized
in [16].
For the Chebyshevcase,Tadmor have suggestedthe fol-
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lowingfamilyof SV filters,see[14]and [2]:
(2)

eNo=
0 RN* w-5 l ,
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wherees.isthe"viscosity"
coefficient,
w(x)- (1-x2)-1/2
the Chebyshevweight,p, q • Z. The filtering functionis
defined as:

(Sb)

(3)

mN<I<N

We will use an antisymmetric term for the first derivative

where/•l arefiltercoe•cients
and•l aretM Chebyshevterms, and from the Green'sformula, we have immediately
coe•cients (Chebyshevtransform)of the weightedfirst

that:

derivative
1/w(x)qu•.Theparameters
suggested
byTadmop

are:

e• • N -•,
•. • I -

m•

N •/•,

, k > mN.

vni)
(Aiu•,,
v)= •l[(A,u•,,v)
- (A,u,v•i)]
+•1(Aitt,
Hence we can write the PDE system for p - q -- 0 in
variational

form:

The parametersp and q were set to I and 0 respectively

1

(ut,
v) +

in the numericalexperiments
reportedin [17],because
one
wanted to keep the hyperbolicboundary and interfaceconditions. These values have also been chosenin larger ex-

i

EE p(ii)((Rz•ttlx,),
t,x,
)

periments,seee.g. [3]. If we don't imposethe restriction
of using the hyperbolic boundary and interface conditions,
but rather derive boundary conditionsbasedon the PDE
system with the viscosityterm, we are free to choosevalues for p and q. The simplest choiceis to set both to zero,
such that it resembles the Fourier variant.

Note that there does not exist a convergencetheory in
the Chebyshevcase, so we do not have a sound basis for
choosingthe parameters. The numericalexperimentsdone
so far indicate
able.

however that the choices above are reason-

Considernow the PDE system (1) with the SV term
added:
d

i

2

(6)

+
i

For p = 1 we get a similar result, but now the boundary
term for the SV vanishesbecauseof the form of the weight
function. Sincethis will not give us other interfaceconditions than in the hyperbolic case, we concentrate on the
casep - 0 from now on.
If we introduce

bilinear forms:

d

(4)ut+•Aiux,=e•P
l (Ri
i=l
i=l (ii)W(x)P
*UX')x'
+b
wherewehave•sumedthat the matrixp(ii) is diagonal,
and that e representsa small parameter. Note that the SV

method is definedin discreteform (see (3), and here we

we can write the the equations in variational form:

assumethe existenceof continuousoperatorsR• for which
R,•-• is a discrete approximation.
To derive the interface conditions,we will use the varia-

(7)

tional methodappliedin [9] for incomplete
parabolicsys-

where

tenas. In order to perform this we have to keeze the coefficients at the interface, i.e. to linearize locally around

the solutionand the position. For (4), this impliesthat
the matrices
inner product within a domain, and denoteby < .,. > the
L2 inner producton the boundary.For sufficientlysmooth
functions,we will use the followingGreen's formula:

(5a)

(Aiux,,V) + (A•u,vx,) = (A•u,vn,)

(•,, •) + •(u, •) + •(u, •) = (s•, •,) + (b,•,)

œU
=

ß

eP(ii)(Ri
*Ux,)
+ •Aiu

We nowproceed
exactlyas donein [9]andintroduce
two
subdomains
ft+ andf•- andbilinearformsa+, a-, s+, sdefinedover the respectivesubdomains.We have that:

•(•,•) = a+(u,•)+a-(u,•)
4u, •) = •+(•, •) + •- (u,•)
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Soby writingtheequation(7) for fl+ andfl-, wecanadd

Theseconditionsare quite differentfrom the interfacecon-

theseequationsand subtract(7). We then obtain

ditionsin [9], and the reasonis that spectralviscosityis

(s)

definedin spectralspace,and hencewe get matchingconditionson the Chebyshevspectrain eachdomain. The condi-

v/n+ +

v/n- -- o

where the superscriptsindicate the subdomainsto which tionsexpress
thatin [raN_,N_]Cl[raN+,
N+] theChebyshev
the quantity belongs.If we assumethat the test function coefficientshave to be matched, and outside this interval
v is compactlysupportedin fl, then the boundary inner they are set to zero.
productsreducesto that of the interface.The transmission
It is fairly obviousthat these conditionscan be generconditions

(9a)
(9b)

are:

alized to work for an interfaceof arbitrary (but smooth)
shape.

(œu)- = (œu)
+
u- - u+

The implementationof theseinterfaceconditionscan be
doneby a penalty method, or by exchanginginterfaceval-

where the superscripts"+" and "-" refers to the values

of the quantity taken in fl+ and fl- respectively.So in
particular if .q+ and P.- are half-spaces
with the x•-axis

uesas described
in [13].

as the interface, we obtain the following conditions:

3

(10a) Ep(11)
(Z•l

Again we considerthe PDE system(4) with p = 0:

(10b)

Boundary conditions

u+ -- u-

d

Note that the explicit dependenceon Ai disappearsbecausewe have to assumethat this matrix is non-singular.

d

(14) ut+ • Aiu•,: E• p(ii)(Ri* uZ,)x,
+b
i=l

i=1

Alternatively,we can of courseusethe conditionAiu+
Aiu-, or TAiu + = TAiu- whereT is the left eigenvector We are now interested in imposing correct boundary conmatrix of Ai. The latter condition expressesthat the char-

ditions on fli. We know from numerical experiments. see

acteristic variables should be continuous at the interface.

e.g. [5] and [12],that indirectimpositionof the bound-

Hencefor eachcomponentu/½of U, we have apart from the
continuityof the variable itself, a relation of the form:

follows: Assume that

(11)

E+(R1
+ +

-

ary conditionsseemsto work well. This proceduregoesas
we have a viscous term of the form

)

ax/

If ;ve now take the discrete version of these conditions and

usethe definition(3) of the SV filter,

and a boundary condition of the form
Ou

rnN+</<N+

ms_ <l<N_

we see that if the number of gridpoints in the two domains are equal, and thereforethe parametersin the SV
method, the conditionsreducesto require that the Chebyshev coefficientsin the two subdomains should be equal
for mN _• I _• N. In the much more interestingcasewhere

the numberof grid pointsare not equal,we seefrom the
definition that the coefficientsof the expansionof the fil-

where
a,/3,-y• ll•. At theboundary
wenowsolve
forofl•
in the boundary condition and insert this expressionin the
viscousterm. Then we perform the seconddifferentiation.
These modified secondderivatives are only computed at
the boundary, elsewherewe compute the term as usual. If
our viscousterm is of the SV type, we can usethe sameprocedure, but slightly modified: We solve for the derivative
in the boundary conditionas before, but now we expand

the result(a linearfunctionof u) in Chebyshevseriesand

tered valuesmust be matched. For example, for the case

filter thesecoefficientsbeforeperformingthe seconddiffer-

whereN+ > N_, and henceraN+ > raN_, we havethe

entiation.

conditions:

The situation is different if we want open or transparent boundary conditionssinceit is not always possibleto
expresssuch conditions as mixed type of boundary conditions. It is well knownthat the ideal open boundary conditions are global both in time and space,and therefore local

(13a)

(13b) E+•t+•)t
+ = E-fiF;F, raN+_<1<_N_
(3c) E+fi?;? = 0,
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If wenowgobackto (1•6),weseethatweshould
havean
explicitexpression
for R(•), and we havenot specifiedthe

herewe will usethe theorydeveloped
in [9]. Applications operatoritself yet, only indicated that it shouldbe so conof this theory and discussionof the discretecaseis given

structedthat the discretefiltering operatorRs is a good

in [12]. The startingpoint for the derivationof the open approximation to it. If we consider R as a distribution we
boundaryconditions
in [9]are the interfaceconditions
be- know that R - 5 will give the usual advection-diffusion
tween two subdomains.The theory relies on the fact that
equation, becausewe have that 5 * vx = vx and œ5 = 1
the linearizedincompleteparabolicsystemshas solutions (œdenotes
the Laplacetransformof a distribution).Open
of the normal mode type:
boundary conditionsfor the advection-diffusionequation

arederivedin [13].

r+p

We can expressthe filtering distribution in terms of a

type of summabilitykernelsusedin harmonicanalysis,see

i----I

e.g. [10].An exampleof sucha kernelis the De la Vall4e

For the explanationof the symbols,see[9]. If we shalluse

Poussin kernel

Vx = 2K2x - Kx

this theory also for the SV case,we have to showthat such
solutions

also exist for this case.

whereKx is the F•jer kernel,seeagain[10]. The Fourier
transform

3.1

The advection-diffusion equation

of the De la Vall•e

Poussin kernel is shown in

figure 1. We seethat a possiblefiltering operationmay be

In order to gain some insight into the existenceof normal
mode solutions for our type of SV equation, consideran
advection equation with SV in 1D:

Y}.

0

(15)

t,t+ ½vx
=

(R. vx)

in the half-space•+ - (0, oc). If we performa Laplace
transform in t and assumezero initial conditionswe get

0x (R.•) .
s6+ c9•= e•x
Now insertinga solutionef•, we get after canceling
the
common efX-term:

(16)

s+ c• - •2•(•)

where/•(•)istheLaplace
transform
ofthefiltering
function R. This meansthat we can solve(16) for • (at leastin
principle),and then find a normalmodefor our PDE. The

equation(16) is the sameas the basicequation[9, (1.1)],
and hencewe have for the generalcasethat
d

Q(•,io)

Ai•+ • Ajirlj+ ep(•)•2/•,
(•)_
j=2
d

(17)

k

2k

Figure 1: Fourier transform of the De la Vall•e Poussin
kernel

expressedas R ß v.• = v• - Vx ß Vx for a suitable A, hence
the filtering distribution can be written R = 5 - Vx. We
are seekingthe Laplace transform of this distribution, and
that is different from the Fourier representationsincewe
have the relation

œ(f(x))=.•'(f(x)e-•rz),

•= a+iw,

where w is the variable in Fourier space. We will try to
find a kernelwith Fouriertransformmatchingthe form of

•he spectralviscosity.Let V(•) be the Laplacetransform
of sucha kernel.Then we can write (16)

(18)

s+ • = e•2(1 - V(•)).

The distributionV(•) shouldthentendto zero• [•[ • •.
j--2

An interestingkernel is the function of Riesz-meantype

To allowfor differentfilteringparametersfor the individual

equations,
welet •(•)

- diag(1•ll(•),...,I•ln(•)),and

similarly for the other coordinate directions.

discussed
in [4, p.34].In Fourierspaceit is givenby

1-112
0

w>l
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kernel does not have the same

Fourier representationas the SV method calls for, but the
characteristics are very similar. We will see below that
there are analytical results available for the Riesz-mean,
which give us insightinto how the filtering affectsthe construction of the open boundary conditions. If 0 < a < b
the followingkernel has the wanted properties:

v•b(•')
= aK

- (a- 1)K

,

for [•[ sufficientlylarge, and whereCi, C2 6 1• To sim-

plifyfurther,
wemayassume'l•
I solarge
thatthe•-•-term
canbeignored,
andweareleftwiththe-•- term.The
constantC1 is easily calculated from the expressionfor the

Laplacetransform. So the "characteristic"equation (16)
now becomes:

a = b2_ a•

The Fourierrepresentationof this functionis givenin figure

2. The inversetransformof K(w) is alsogivenin [4]:

Consider now a kernel that has a Fourier representation
that correspondsto the SV method. Let

(21)

•c(•)=

•

•

!

-

•v•a

-

We want to compute the inverse Fourier transform for this
ß

distribution:

•'-I(K:) =

ei•tdt+

ei"•t--dt
0.22 '

The first integral, denoted by I•, is elementary:

Figure 2: Fourier representationof the kernel

l ' iat- 1)
•- •(•

(22)

The secondintegral is more difficult, but the inversetrans-

•-•(K(•)) = x-3/2J3/2(x),

formofP[•-•isknown.Furthermore,
thefollowing
relation
holds:

hence

•'-•(Pf ) = •'-•(l+(w)•)q-•'(l+(w) ),

•'-•Vab-- c•b-X/2J3/2(bx)
- (a - 1)a-U•Js/•(ax)
that goesas O(x-2) • x • •. Henceit is a wellbehavedfunction.The Laplacetransformof •-•(K(•))

wherel+(w) is the unit step function. The last term can
be computedby usingthe resultin [7, p.177]:

•'(1+(•)
1)
= a(o2)t
- a(2•t
ln(t- i0)
aj2
--

is possibleto calculate and it is expressed• a hyperge•
metric

function.

where
a(02)
- i, a(._?
-- i(1q-F'(1)q-i-•).Using
theexpres-

c •-•/•/•(•))=•/•r(•)•r;•;•;• .
The hypergeometricfunction is the expression

r ;•;•' • • = • (•m
+•)tSm
+•)(
mmO

sionforPf•--•in [18,p.204],wehavethewanted
inverse
transform:

t l+(t)t-ao
(2)t
+a(2•t
(23) I2= •_ ln(t- i0)
We will now compute the Laplace transform of I1 and I2,
and again we are only interestedin the asymptoticproperties of these transforms.

It is e•y to seethat the transform
behaves
likeO(• -1) •
• • •, hencehave the wanted behavior.
The Laplace transform of the filtering distribution can
now be written

We have

œ(I1)
-/log•• -

ia

but expandingIa in power serieswe get the asymptotic
result:

I

(19)

a

1

V(•)=1- c1•- C2•+0(•-5)

(24)

a2

œ(I•)
--• q-•-•q-O(•
-3)
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inflow:

expansion:

O_<l_<mN

c

(25)

:

at=0

mN< I _<N : t•tbt= cat

œ(I2)
= • +O(•-a), CeR

Henceby assumingthat I•[ is sufficientlylarge,we may where al are the Chebyshevcoefficientsfor the unknown
includeonlythe •-l-term, and thisgivesthe same"characteristic"equationas (20), but wherethe constantC1 is
Similar interpretations are valid for the secondorder
now substituted by a.
The open boundary condition comesfrom the transmission condition

where we have inserted

the normal

mode

solution in the outer domain:

(26)

conditions. An alternative is to use indirect imposition

of the boundaryconditions,i.e. substitutefor s(R ß v•) at
the boundarybeforeperformingthe seconddifferentiation
in the viscous term.

Now considerthe equation(20) again,and this hasthe

n, sv•= s•(•)v,

followingroots expandedin s-series:

cfr. [9,Thm.2.2],
with/•(•) = 1 - V(f). Theexactform

c

$

-+ -+ C1 +
•
½

of the boundary conditionnow dependson the behaviorof
V(•) as s -• 0 for the obtainedvaluesof f.
and

Let us first considerthe case where all V(f) can be
ignored,i.e. [•[ is sufficientlylarge for this to be satisfied within the required accuracy for the open boundary

+
s( s2
sC•
) + O(s2)

-- + s

conditions.Then (16) reducesto the ordinaryadvection- With C1 = a = rnN = s-1/2 we havethat s•/•(•) =

s• - s1/2+ O(1),hence
withtherootsabove
thisbecomes:

diffusion equation:

$

s + c• =
which

c+ -s
+ O(s3/2), and - -s+
s
s__•3/2
c
c2• + 0½2)
c

has roots:

-s + -c + O(s),

and

- -c + e

. + 0(?)

This givesthe followingopenboundaryconditions:For the
outflowcasewe get the sameconditionsas above,but now

thetermsomittedare(.9(sa/2).
Fortheinflowcasewealso
getthesameconditions
because
thetermsof orders1/2in
This givesthe followingfirst order open boundarycondis•(•)
cancel.
tions:
(27a)
(27b)

s(R. v•)
s(R.v•)

=
=

0, on outflow
cv, on inflow

If we includethe secondorder term in the Laplace transform, we get the samefirst root, but the s-term in the second root, which doesnot influencethe boundary condition,
now becomes

s2

The secondorder (and time-dependent)conditionsare:

(28a)

s(R . v•)

=

--vt,
½

on outflow

(28b)

s(R.v•)

=

cv + -vt,
c

on inflow

discretecaseis via the Chebyshevexpansionboth sidesof
the equations. So for the first order conditions, the interpretation is as follows:

0 <_I _<mN

rnN<l<N

: bt unchanged

.' /•tbt=O

'

similar result: The s-term of the second root becomes:

s•

s

C•

C3q-Cl• q---.
$

We see that in this casewe obtain an integro-differential
relation, which is not local.

3.2

outflow:

a2

If we include the third order term in the Laplace transform, and not the secondorder term. we get an entirely

Theseconditionsmakesensesincefor R = 5 they are identical to the conditionsfor the advection-diffusionequation

obtainedin [13].The interpretation
of theconditions
in the

s

C3+a--+--.
-c2 c

The incomplete parabolic system

•Ve now return to the incomplete parabolic system. From
the above results for the advection-diffusionequation we
may infer that the conditionsto be usedhere are the same

Multidomain Spectral Viscosity
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as the onesderivedin e.g. [12],but wherethe left hand Lemma 3.1 The open boundarycondition at F for the
side of the conditions

now are of the form:

half-spacefl- is:

v(R,ui,z).

r+pr+p

(30) R *
However,thishasto bejustified(at leastpartially)because
the theorydeveloped
in [9]is baseduponcertainassump-

i=lj=l

tions which we now have to check. We will therefore follow

ß

thederivation
in [9]in broadterms.In thefollowing
wewill

We haveusedthe samenotationas in [9] and [12]. From

assume
thatthefiltering
function/•(•)
willhavetheform

the assumptionswe have

1- V(•) forall thevariables.
Moreover,
thematrices
P(JJ)
in the SVotermwill be assumedto be diagonal.The latter
assumptionshouldnot causeproblemsfor the systemswe
will considerbelow. We will considerthe problem in the

The next step dependson the asymptotic properties of •.
half-space
Q- - (x: x• < 0) boundedby the boundary It is relatively straightforwardto show using the proof of

F = {x: x• -- 0). The half-space
Q+ = {x: x• > 0) then
representsth outer domain.
The first point to check is if the normal modes • have

the samebehavioras statedin [9, Thm.l.1] as e --• 0.
In essence,r values should tend to infinity and n values

[9, Thm.l.1] that we havethe followingexpressions:

($1) •j = •0(•
_x_
(9(1)mi<__<
jj_•
_•
+ "[•/•O(e
+1/2)
r rn
+p

shouldhavea finite limit. The proofin [9] can be used wherethe quantitiesa and0 are foundasin [9],andwhere
X is foundfrom another generalizedeigenproblemwhich we
don't give here becauseit will not be usedin the following.

almost as it stands, but we have to check that

Henceweseethat the asymptotic
properties
of z•/•(•i)

I•p(11)•2k(•)sII--0

arethesameasin [9],but nowwehavetermsof ordere1/•

has r roots with negativereal part and r roots with positive

in both expressions.So we can now constructboundary

real part. Usingthe assumption
that the matrix

conditions of half orders.

is diagonal
andpositive
definite,andthat •(•) hasthe
required form, we can easily find that the theorem holds.
Now we can assume a solution

in the outer

domain

By performingthe limiting process,we obtain a parallel

to the conditions
[9, (2.10a),(2.10b)]:

of

the normal mode type:

• -- E Aie•iXa
(I)i.
This solution will be used to derive the open boundary
condition
condition

(29)

in the first form. We start with the transmission

where now

R ß•p(1•)• _ R ßeP(l•)fi•
+

•i--{ Oi
+Xie
•/•+

andcomputefi•+and R ß fi•. We get

m+l<_i_<r+p
l<i<m

hence the first order conditions are the same as those ob-

tainedin e.g. [12],whereas
the second
orderconditions
are

nowinfactconditions
oforder1«.

i:1

and hence the transmission

condition

is

r+p

S * ep(ll)•tz
-- ep(11)
E •i•ik(•i)(I)i'

3.3

Applications to the Euler equations
for an atmosphere

i=1

In this sectionwe will be applying the results obtained

Nowusingthe derivationin the proofof [9, Thm.2.2],we
obtain an equivalent result:

aboveto the Euler equationsusedto simulategravity
wavesin the atmosphere,
for the physics
seee.g. [3]. The
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where the quantities with the zero subscript refers to the

governingequationsare as follows:

values exterior to the domain.
du

(33a)

p•- = Vp4.pg4.F

For the outflow case we don't have any hyperbolic part
of the boundary conditions,and the parabolic part, again

(33b)
(33c)

dp
4-•/pV
.u- 0
dt
Op
o-•+ v. (pu)= o

fromthe resultsin [12]is:
0•

0•

(36a) R,e•x = )(&+•t_0•)

Here u is the velocity vector, p is the density,p is the pressure, g is the accelerationof gravity, and 7 is the ratio
of specificheats. The open boundary conditionsfor this

systemof PDEs is givene.g. in [2]. The openboundary conditionsfor the incompleteparabolicsystemfor this
PDE systemis not given explicitly in the literature, but
we can easily infer what the conditionsare from the results for a closelyrelated system,namely the equationsfor

nonlinearacousticpropagation
in seawater,givenin [12].
We include a SV-term in these PDE system and assume

(36b) R,e•-•x= 0
0•

(36c) a, •-;
(36d) n,•

o•

=

o

0•(0• -•)

=

()aa - i•)

We see that these conditionscontains the outgoing fast
characteristicfor the hyperbolicpart of the system,sothat
the conditionsreduceto specifyingthe incomingcharacteristics in the e -, 0 limit.

that P(•) = diag(1,1,1,n/e, 0), andalsothat thefiltering For the left boundary we have a different incomingcharfunction(usingthe parametersra2vand N) is the samefor

all variables. Hence the pressureequation can have a different amount of damping from the momentum equations.
It is straightforwardto extend the resultsto the casewhere

P(•) canhavearbitrarypositiveelements.
Since the first order conditions

are identical

acteristic which will enter in the expression. Again form

[12]we get.for the inflowcase:
0•

(37a) R,e•x = )(a+fi-02)()aa+P)

to the ones

obtained'for the usual incompleteparabolicsystemexcept

0•

(37b) n,•

that the left hand side is the filtered derivative, we can

write down the results directly from the formulasgiven in

02

(37c)

= •
0w

R* e-Ox

=

[12]. Considerfirst the right interfaceandthe inflowcase.

(37d) R,e•x
x = (a+fi-02)

We then get:
01

(34a) R, e•x =

01)

0S

(34b) R,e•x =
A

_

(34c) R, eox (a + a- o•)

Here the hatted quantities are the frozen coefficientsused
in the derivation of the characteristic variables, a and so
on representsthe variableswith homogeneous
initial conditions, a is the soundspeed,and

0•= •i

(•(1+n)-v/4(a
2-•2)+
•2(1
+n)2)
.

In the inflow casethere is also a hyperbolicpart which is
an old friend:

(35)

(38a)

R ß e-=
Ox

(38b)

R,e--Ox

)(a + a - 02)

()fi'a + p)

Oe

o•

(34d) R* e•x
x =

We alsohavea hyperbolicpart of the boundaryconditions
and this identicalto (35).
For the outflowcasewe get in a similar way

P

Po

P &2= Po a2

=

0

Ow

(38c) R* eox = 0

(38d) R,e•-• =
and there is no hyperbolic part here
The interpretationof theseconditionsin the discretecaseis
againvia the Chebyshevcoefficients,
exactlyas shownfor

the advection-diffusion
case.The practicalimplementation

canbe donein severalways,andin [12]the numerical
experimentsshowthat the indirectimpositionmethodworks
best. This procedurecan of coursealsobe appliedhere,
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but then the direct correspondencebetweenthe Chebyshev

a Stratified Atmosphere.J.Comput.Phys. 110(1994)

coefficients

pp.257-273.

is somewhat

hidden.

Note that for frequencies(and i-values) belowthe filtering threshold, we have a hyperbolic system with its correspondingopen boundary conditions. In practice that
means that we have to impose both types of boundary
conditions,thosebelongingto the h•vperbolicsystem,and

[3] O.Andreassen et.al.:

Gravity wave breaking in
two and three dimensions, Part I: Model description and comparisonsof two-dimensional evolutions.

J.Geophys.Res.
99-D4(1994)pp. 8095-8108.

viscous ones like those derived above.

[4] S.Bochner: Harmonic Analysis and the Theory of
4

Probability. University of California Press, Berkeley,

Conclusion

1955.

The spectralviscositymethodis a usefulmethodto stabilize the computationswhen using Chebyshevspectral
methods in long-term simulations. We have extended the

[5] C.Canuto et al.: SpectralMethods in Fluid Dynamics.
Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1988.

spectralviscositymethodto a multidomainmethodby

[6] W.S.Don: A Practical Approach in Using Filter for

deriving interface conditions between subdomains. The
domain decompositiontechnique is useful for example to
adapt the resolution to the physical phenomena studied,

SpectralShockCapturing Method.Manuscript. Brown
University, 1994. Preprint, Brown University, 1994.

[7]I.M.Gelfand,

andto handle
complex
geometries.
The interface

conditions

were derived

based on a varia-

riohal formulation and can be implemented in the same
way as done for multidomain solution of advection-

diffusion
equations.

We have also derived transparent boundary conditions
for quasilinear hyperbolic systemswith spectral viscosity.
Suchboundary conditionsare neededwhen modelingwave
phenomenain a physicallyunboundeddomain. The same

G.E.Shilov: Generalized Functions. Vol
I: Properties and Operations. Academic Press. New
York, 1964.

[8]D.Gottlieb

et al.: On the Gibbs phenomenon I:
Recovering exponential accuracy from the Fourier

partial sum of a nonperiodic analytic function,.
J.Comput.Appl.Math. 43(1992), pp.81-98.

L.Halpern: Artificial Boundary Conditionsfor Incomprocedure
used
toderive
thetransparent
boundary
condi- [9]pletely
ParabolicPerturbationsof HyperbolicSystems.
tions can also be used for other types of boundary conditions.

The numerical experiments with the interface and
boundary conditionshave just started, and what the best
way of implementing then is, is not yet clear. Further-

SIAM J.Math.Anal. 22(1991) pp. 1256-1283.

[10] Y.Katznelson:An Introductionto HarmonicAnalysis. Dover, New York, 1976.

more,
theoretical
work
intheChebyshev
case
hasnotreally [11]D.A.Kopriva:

started, and we hope to contribute to the understanding
of the spectral viscositymethod in forthcomingreports.

5
The

[12] I.Lie: Open Boundary Conditions for Incomplete
ParabolicSystems.
FFI/REPORT 92/7029, NDRE,
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